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This is just that so many people, they like to speak against the obvious.
The pope and all the rest of the so called 'leaders' of the world, aren't really practising anything else.
But their ancient religion, which is Judaism. They read the Talmud, they read the Torah (the
Freemasons read the Torah to cast spells) and they do exactly what the Kabbalah states and so forth.

They praise Jewish names, they pray to a Jewish 'god', promote the existence of Jewish creations
(Such as Jesus, JHVH, or Allah - Allah comes from the same root as Elohim, the name of the Jewish
god). They have the whole world feeding their egregore (Christ) which they mobilize through
methods instructed in the Talmud and Torah.
"Satanism", if we are to take the interpretation of the term, that which many Christards accept, just
came up some tens of years ago. Let's assume the lie that LaVey from where "Satanism came" (And
not a circus/money making scheme as he himself admitted in his own work), they don't even do the
same things like LaVey did.
LaVey dressed fancy, he pretended to be a bat or something, but he really didn't do much if any of
the crimes the enemy has been doing. As LaVey never really did any human sacrifices or animal
sacrifices, or taught people directly to do any. Imagine though theoretically LaVey was a Jew, but
since he practised Satanism, he did not engage in the crimes that his whole race does on a consistent
basis such as living sacrifice.
He also admitted about his encounters with the Demons (Pagan Gods) and how this changed him to
a major extent. But his racial counterparts who practice their ancestral religion are a global menace
which all the time machinate to destroy the planet and living inhabitants on it. Such is the case in
Judaism where such rituals are done on a consistent basis. Imagine the Gods even stopped Jews in
the Torah from committing crimes and blood sacrifice.
In the Torah there is a passage where Satan stops blood sacrifice, that of Abraham to Jacob, and
Satan is attacked because they say he is trying to prevent the jews from 'growing' out of this
experience. LaVey's tendencies were minimized to a money making scheme but nothing more. The
Jews see Satan as a prevention that is hostile that doesn't allow them to be 'truly themselves'. Aka,
roast the whole planet to bits.
Who taught people to do sacrifices was actually Crowley and other such 'occultists' who were
deeply into the Kabbalah. This he took from the Jews as they are the only religion in the world that
actually does this all the time. And tried to surpass the Rabbis in this and re-teach it to the Goyim.
This blood flick has survived in Christianity through the "Eucharist", emulation of murdering and
eating a corpse as 'divine service'. So people like Crowley literally just practised Judaism. Even the
work of Crowley is named after the Hebrew alphabet.

So suddenly the enemy found a good scapegoat to blame for what they later would name
"Satanism" to blame shift for what they actually did. Just public Judaism.
The use of the memes of some sort of "Satanic Pope" and the rest of the garbage, is purely simple in
it's function. Drive more people back to corrupt spirituality, and get idiots to fight for the sustenance
and restoration of the Hebrew religions. Which serves exactly the same purpose that keeps the
masses in fear, and below those who practice the Judaism which many like to call "Satanism" to
reinforce the Jewish memes.
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